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Strategies to Address Clinical Bias
in the Child Custody Evaluation Process

Aaron Robb

ABSTRACT. Researchers have explored the existence and effects of
bias on decision making for decades. Studies indicate that mental health
professionals are not immune from unintentional bias in judgments,
including those in forensic situations. Custody evaluators should be
aware of the pitfalls that exist in clinical decision-making as well as
strategies to address them. This article connects existing insights from
therapeutic and forensic literature to the field of custody evaluations. An
overview of clinical bias in custody evaluation is offered to familiarize
practitioners with the range of possible problems. Examples, such as
biases inherent in the scientific process and the clinical relationship,
are followed with specific recommendations regarding how to address
issues of clinical bias during evaluation. Insights are offered for jud-
ges and attorneys to improve the quality of reports they receive. [Arti-
cle copies available for a fee from The Haworth Document Delivery Service:
1-800-HAWORTH. E-mail address: <docdelivery@haworthpress.com> Web
site: <http://www.HaworthPress.com> © 2006 by The Haworth Press, Inc. All
rights reserved.]
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Webster defines bias in part as “an inclination of temperament or out-
look” (Mirriam-Webster Online, n.d.). Individual biases are a natural part
of the human condition and to deny their existence is detrimental to both
families involved in a child custody evaluation and the professionals
conducting evaluations. It is conceptually clear that no one can adopt a
“view from nowhere” and that each person’s view is the result of his or
her unique life experiences (Nagel, 1989). Mental health professionals
(MHPs) are no different, and pretending that we are somehow outside
this part of the human condition is either foolish or arrogant (Abramson,
1996; Martindale, 2005a). Other authors have written regarding issues
of bias related to race, gender, religion, and many other social/cultural
conditions (Abrams, 1988; Neville, Heppner, Louie, Thompson, Brooks &
Baker, 1996; Pinderhughes, 1989; Sue & Sue, 1990). Issues such as pre-
judice, discrimination, stereotyping, and other personal biases, while of
great importance to anyone engaged in child custody evaluations, turn
out to be only the most obvious of biases. Less obvious issues, such as
bias inherent in the scientific process or the clinical relationship, can be
the most challenging to confront and address. Given the profound issues
at stake in child custody litigation professionals providing custody eval-
uations should be aware of the multiple pitfalls that exist in clinical de-
cision-making as well as strategies to counteract them. This paper
presents an overview of clinical biases, debiasing techniques, and sug-
gestions for improving the process of custody evaluations based on re-
search regarding decision-making biases.

A properly trained and experienced MHP (social worker, psycholo-
gist, psychiatrist, counselor, etc.) may practice in either a therapeutic or
forensic role. Many of the skills of interviewing and assessment are
fundamentally similar in these roles; however, the purpose of such roles
is substantially different (Greenberg & Shuman, 1997). The therapeutic
role is a helping relationship, where the MHP works with someone for
their benefit. The forensic role is evaluative in nature, where the MHPs
are responsible to the court and are advocates for the results of their data
in order to help the court in its decision making. The forensic role also
requires intense scrutiny of data and outside information-gathering not
associated with a therapeutic relationship. While the procedures that a
MHP selects for use in either role may stem from their clinical training,
a longer-standing focus exists on the effects of clinical bias in the the-
rapeutic relationship than in the forensic role (Abrams, 1988; Arkes,
1981; Morrow & Deidan, 1992; Stevens, 1980; Turk & Salovey, 1986).
Even with this history, it can be difficult at times to agree on definitions
of bias. As one author in the field has noted, tongue-in-cheek, at confer-
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ences and in correspondence, “[m]y pre-existing attitudes are called
values; your pre-existing attitudes are called biases” (D. Martindale,
personal communication, March 30, 2005). For purposes of this paper
“clinical bias” is used as shorthand for the various forms of bias that can
manifest for MHPs due to their situational professional involvement
with those being assessed or treated. Clinical bias does not encompass
longer-standing personal bias, also known as prejudice, related to age,
gender, ethnicity, or similar issues. It is with this distinction that profes-
sional issues of clinical bias are explored.

BIAS ACROSS DISCIPLINES IN FORENSIC EVALUATION

Bias has been clearly documented as a problem in many professional
areas. The debate on the effects of different types of bias on opinion is
described as having “ancient history” stretching back to the 1920s
(Crano, 1977). Surprisingly bias is discussed even in mathematically
based fields like accounting; for instance, Ashton and Kennedy (2002)
note more than a dozen articles covering similar territory in the decade
before their study on recency bias in accounting. Systematic errors of
judgment are seen throughout professions where judgments are critical
to job performance: stockbrokers, electrical engineers, intelligence ana-
lysts, and physicians, as well as MHPs (Turn & Salovey, 1986). There
are even noted issues of bias in the peer review system of academic
publication (Epstein, 1990; Mahoney, 1997). Daniel Kahneman, a
psychologist, shared the Nobel Prize in economics for his insights into
judgment and decision making under uncertainty. Kahneman is noted as
believing that his Nobel Prize comes, in no small part, from applying his
insights regarding human behavior to areas outside psychology and
psychology journals (Nicol-Maveyraud, 2003). Part of Kahneman’s
skill and insight was in being able to demonstrate the universality of
errors in human judgment, including those from bias. Increasingly com-
plicated scenarios have been researched, expanding our understanding
of the multiple bias factors in effect in judgment (Bailenson & Rips,
1996). As can be inferred from the long list of other professions found
vulnerable to the subtle effects of bias, MHPs also are not immune to
these effects. Studies into clinical judgment indicate that even advanced
training in human behavior does not eliminate the effects of bias (Arkes,
1981; Stevens, 1980). Evans’ 1989 extensive review of bias across
different fields of behavioral science also offered many insights into
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the universal nature of bias. These authors and others also discuss
“debiasing” methods, or ways to counteract the effects of bias.

In the context of child custody evaluations there has been initial
research into general practices of evaluators, but little research into the
direct effects of bias in custody evaluations (Ackerman & Ackerman,
1997; Austin, Jaffe & Friedman, 1994; Bow & Quinnell, 2001). Austin
et al. examined personal bias due to evaluator background character-
istics such as gender and marital history on decision making in child
custody evaluations. Although their study concluded that assessors’
personal characteristics were not major factors (case scenario ratings
were generally unaffected their background history), they found signifi-
cant differences between two age groups in responses to a hypothetical
scenario. In another scenario they also noted significant differences
between evaluators who had and had not been abused as children. These
findings indicate that even in situations where MHPs know they are
being scrutinized, they can show effects of personal bias. While other
literature also makes some references to issues of evaluator bias on a
personal level (Sagi & Dvir, 1993; Warshak, 1996), bias in custody
evaluation is an area that has received little attention outside of the issue
of gender politics. Recently this has begun to change, with a focus on
acknowledging the existence of bias and the effects of confirmatory
bias on custody evaluations (Martindale, 2005a; 2005b). There also
have been numerous calls to improve both the quality of child custody
evaluations and the type of information reported by evaluators (Gould,
2004; Kirkpatrick, 2004; Tippins & Wittmann, 2005).

Drawing on parallels from similar fields is one way MHPs can res-
pond to calls to improve custody evaluation procedures and ensure that
they are practicing in a competent manner. Review of research and pro-
fessional literature on bias can yield an understanding of the manifesta-
tions of clinical bias as applied to the context of child custody
evaluations as well as strategies to compensate for effects of clinical
bias. An example of this is Munro’s 1999 review of decision-making
errors in child protective work. These cases have a strong parallel with
the work of custody evaluators given the involvement with the court and
the non-therapeutic role of the evaluator. As expected from research in
other fields, Munro found, “[e]rrors in professional reasoning in child
protection work are not random, but predictable on the basis of research
on how people intuitively simplify reasoning processes in making com-
plex judgments. These errors can be reduced if people are aware of them
and strive consciously to avoid them” (1999, p. 745). Similarly Otto
(1989) offered an exploratory view of bias from MHPs retained as
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experts for one side in adversarial proceedings. Again, although an
inexact parallel to custody evaluation, outcomes indicated that MHPs
are susceptible to the workings of bias in such situations. Otto stated,
“[t]hese findings indicate that mental health professionals must remain
aware of the potential problem of biased or otherwise altered conclu-
sions and testimony. Whenever possible, steps should be taken to mini-
mize the opportunity for such bias to operate” (1989, p. 272).

Borum, Otto, and Golding (1993) offered perhaps the most extensive
review of clinical judgment in forensic evaluation and various clinical
biases that can manifest in forensic practices. Similar to previously
mentioned works, this article focused on forensic practice from the
perspective of a professional retained by one side in litigation. While
generally in a custody evaluation, MHPs serve as neutral experts,
appointed by the court or agreed to by the parties and approved by the
court (AFCC, 2003), clear parallels exist which can be drawn between
general forensic practice and the specialty field of custody evaluation.
Both fields are situations intended for use in court where the mental
health experts can expect to be questioned and cross-examined regarding
the basis of their opinions, their processes and procedures, underlying
theories and methodology, and other factors. Both fields contain situa-
tions where the rules of evidence require MHPs to assist the trier of fact
while still maintaining their ethical/professional obligations for compe-
tence and objectivity (Greenberg & Shuman, 1997; Shuman & Green-
berg, 2003). Similarly Morrow and Deidan (1992) and Turk and
Salovey (1986) offer views of debiasing from a therapeutic context that
can be adapted for child custody work. Combining existing research
literature with these practical articles informs the wary evaluator of a
number of clinical bias issues which they may face in providing child
custody evaluations. Understanding of strategies used to prevent or
counteract clinical bias in other fields provides insight into debiasing
techniques and methods to employ in custody evaluations and should
provide a higher quality of service to the courts, children, and families
involved in such evaluations.

OVERVIEW OF TYPES OF CLINICAL BIAS

Several discrete forms of clinical bias have been identified in the
literature and as understanding of these effects becomes more
nuanced, further refinements are likely to appear. While the various
manifestations of clinical bias could each be the subject of a more
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in-depth review, this section presents a basic discussion of more preva-
lent or noted forms of clinical bias.

Anchoring (Primacy Effect)

One of the basic forms of bias is called anchoring. Initial judgments
and preliminary conclusions are often based on early data. These ideas
anchor decision-making outcomes to the initial impressions, and later
information is often weighed against the anchor, rather than all of the
information being reviewed as an aggregate (Bodenhausen, Gabriel &
Lineberger, 2000; Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993; Crano, 1977; Fried-
lander & Phillips, 1984; Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). From a
clinical perspective, anchoring bias has been studied in a number of
situations, including estimates of pathology and prognosis for patients.
An example of this is a case where an evaluator receives medical
records regarding a parent being evaluated and discovers a prior diag-
nosis of mental illness. Despite a lack of any behaviors or indications
of mental illness, the evaluator goes on to interpret that parent’s be-
haviors through the lens of their prior diagnosis, which anchored the
evaluator’s frame of reference when dealing with the parent. Even if the
previous diagnosis was incorrect, or there was an error in record keep-
ing, it altered how the evaluator approached the parent. While this
might be difficult for some MHPs to conceive of, research indicates that
prior diagnoses have strong effects on the way mental health profes-
sionals interpret behavior (Rosenhan, 1973).

Commonly, this bias is studied by exposing participants to identical
information. Different groups receive the information in different
orders, leading to this bias also being referred to as a primacy effect
when only the issue of presentation order is considered. This is perhaps
the oldest biasing effect noted in the literature, beginning with Lund’s
1925 paper “The law of primacy in persuasion” (as cited in Crano,
1977). Perhaps the closest experimental analogy to a custody evaluation
is the situation of dialogue and exchange between people with differing
viewpoints. There are suggestions that it is not just when data is
presented, but how such data is presented (Bailenson & Rips, 1996).
The ideals of scientific interviewing hold that a hypothesis is adjusted
based on the value and reliability of new information. Clearly, this does
not hold true in practice, as clinical judgments in these cases are
effected by when distinctive information is encountered (Friedlander &
Phillips, 1984). As understanding of clinical judgment and bias has
grown so have the complexity of experiments to test bias effects. The
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added complexity of actual discourse in these experiments, rather than a
listing or words or images, has so far yielded mixed results (Bailenson
& Rips, 1996). When looking at anchoring bias in relationship to
sadness, a condition generally associated with increased deliberation
and thus increased accuracy, Bodenhausen, Gabriel and Lineberger
(2000) note that anchoring may be a rare instance when “the tendency to
think more does not pay dividends in greater accuracy” (p. 321). In
terms of child custody evaluations clinicians must maintain awareness
that, even though they are working as a neutral evaluator, they will get
“pitched” by one side first. While some jurisdictions attempt to mini-
mize this issue by prohibiting all ex parte contact, such rules are not a
cure-all for the problem of anchoring and primacy. Inevitably, even
when all parties and/or attorneys are present, someone has to speak first,
even if rapidly rebutted by another party. It seems clear that the custody
evaluator is in a position similar to the therapist who may encounter
distinctive diagnostic information at an early stage, and due to anchor-
ing, is unable to balance it with later information. Given the inevitability
of asynchronous presentation of information it is particularly important
for evaluators to be cognizant of various strategies that they can employ
for debiasing this effect.

Confirmatory Bias

Another well-known clinical bias is confirmatory or confirmation
bias. As Francis Bacon is reported to have observed, it “is the peculiar
and perpetual error of the human understanding to be more moved and
excited by affirmatives than by negatives” (Carroll, 2003). Confirma-
tory bias occurs when evidence is sought or interpreted in ways that
confirm an existing belief or hypothesis, or when information counter to
existing belief or hypothesis is ignored. This is not a conscious or inten-
tional act, but rather an inadvertent result of human information processing.
This tendency has been shown to influence both initial selections of
data points as well as memory/recollection of data after it is gathered
(Beattie & Baron, 1988; Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993; Carroll, 2003;
Davies, 2003; Haverkamp, 1993; Jonas et al., 2001; Martindale, 2005b;
Nickerson, 1998).

An example of confirmatory bias might be an evaluator who
concludes that a custodial parent is failing to attend to a child’s educa-
tional needs, as evidenced by the child’s poor school performance, and
then fails to reconsider this conclusion when an undiagnosed learning
disorder is later discovered. Although the child improves academically
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when treated for the learning disorder, the evaluator might argue that
the parent should have done more, earlier, for the child, even if that
parent had no special training in learning disabilities. By discounting
the fact that the custodial parent was actually already doing everything
they were instructed to do by the school, the evaluator inappropriately
confirms their first conclusion that the parent was inattentive. In a more
cynical view, the evaluator also avoids having to address that they too
failed to initially detect the child’s learning disability.

The confirmatory bias is noted as persistent amongst mental health
professionals, and has even been studied and shown to exist within the
peer review system of professional journals (Epstein, 1990; Mahoney,
1977). Perhaps the best example of confirmatory bias in a therapeutic
context is Haverkamp’s 1993 study regarding client- and counselor-cre-
ated hypotheses regarding client problems. Haverkamp provided partic-
ipants (all from APA accredited programs) with a theoretical referral,
which included a client-identified hypothesis of why the client was
seeking counseling, had the participants review a videotape of a coun-
selor-client interaction related to the referral, and asked the participants
to generate their own hypotheses regarding the client. The participants
then completed several measures to assess their use of confirming and
disconfirming information in hypothesis testing. While counselors were
able to evaluate client-identified hypotheses without demonstrating
confirmatory bias, a consistent confirmatory bias was noted across
multiple interviewing behaviors/strategies for counselor-generated
hypotheses.

In most experiments involving confirmatory bias, participants were
allowed to know what information was available to review and could
select multiple items that they thought worth reviewing simultaneously
(Jonas et al., 2001). While this may have made conducting research on
confirmatory bias more feasible, it seems unlikely that a child custody
evaluator will know the full scope of what information is available prior
to beginning the evaluation. Jonas et al. (2001) conducted an
experimental study to examine decision making when information was
presented sequentially and participants did not know what other informa-
tion was available. The study reported an even stronger confirmatory
bias effect in this kind of situation. The researchers noted that sequential
information is much more of a “real life” scenario, where one is not
always sure of what information will be presented next, or what the
totality of information available is. For MHPs conducting child custody
evaluations confirmatory bias is an area where personal beliefs and
prejudices can clearly slant an entire evaluation (Martindale, 2005b).
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On a separate note, confirmatory bias should be distinguished
from confirmatory distortion, which is a deliberate attempt to skew
reporting to bolster a position (Martindale, 2005b). This distortion
may stem from prejudice or personal biases, or it may be a simple at-
tempt to defend a preferred hypothesis for financial reasons. The
intentionality of such distortion separates it from the more subtle and
insidious confirmatory bias. Correcting for intentional deception by
selective attention to data is an ethical issue beyond the scope of this
paper.

Ad Hoc Hypothesis–A Related Confirmation Bias Issue

An ad hoc hypothesis is one created to neutralize facts that seem to
contradict a previously held hypothesis or position. Ad hoc hypotheses
are common in pseudo-sciences and in the work of other similarly ques-
tionable fields, i.e., a proponent of psychic powers can hypothesize that
an experiment did not work because scientists observing were giving
off “bad waves” (Carroll, 2003). A key to identifying egregious ad hoc
hypotheses is that they tend to have low plausibility or be non-falsifiable,
that is, each time contradictory information is encountered it is explained
away in a manner that maintains the integrity of the initial theory
(Lilienfield, Lynn & Lohr, 2002). Although this is a type of thinking
that has not been studied significantly in regards to child custody evalu-
ations, it is an ongoing concern due to the pernicious effects that such
formulations may have on the process. A good example of this issue in a
custody context is the proposition that no one else supports the exis-
tence of negative behavior that one parent reports regarding the other
because the errant parent is good at “hiding it.” While such theories
may be true, it may just as well be a convenient way for reporting par-
ents to try and justify their own bad behavior. This type of reasoning is
also completely useless to a competent evaluator–if there is no sup-
porting data to confirm an allegation it would take a psychic, not a
mental health professional, to verify it. There are certainly those who
would contend that they are capable through “clinical intuition” or other
skills to deduce truth telling in the absence of confirming or discon-
firming information. Unfortunately behavioral sciences research informs
us that professionals, like the general public, are poor lie detectors
(Einhorn & Hogarth, 1978; Elaad, 2003; Rosen & Phillips 2004; Vrij
2001; Vrij, 2004).
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Communal Reinforcement

While not usually thought of as a bias, communal reinforcement falls
into the same group of cognitive errors as the other clinical biases
described here. Carrol describes communal reinforcement as “the
process by which a claim becomes a strong belief through repeated
assertion by members of a community. The process is independent of
whether the claim has been properly researched or is supported by
empirical data significant enough to warrant belief by reasonable
people” (Carroll, 2003). This is an idea that everybody just “knows” to
be true, a bias that well-educated clinicians as well as the lay public
can fall prey to. Other examples of this bias include the notion that
children have memories that are completely accurate, or that children
rarely report sexually related information that is not true, ideas once held
by behavioral scientists that were eventually proved mistaken (Hagan,
2003; Poole & Lamb, 1998). This brings to mind the professional fiasco
of the McMartin preschool trials (Garven, Wood & Malpass, 2000) and
other similar witch hunts undertaken at the behest of overzealous
clinicians operating under this bias. Another good example of this is
the myth of epidemic false allegations of sexual abuse in divorce cases.
At one time, it was widely believed that allegations of sexual abuse of
children that arose during divorce were made by vindictive mothers,
despite a lack of evidence to support this belief (McDonald, 1998;
Thoennes & Tjaden, 1990). An Association of Family and Conciliation
Courts study looking at data, instead of anecdotal evidence, found in
a review of 9,000 family court cases that less than 2% had allegations of
sexual abuse and half of the allegations were, upon investigation, consi-
dered founded. This was similar to base rates in the overall community
(Thoennes & Tjaden, 1990). A newly released Canadian study indi-
cates that the rate of intentionally false allegations of abuse or neglect
in child custody cases is less than 10% higher than the rate of false al-
legations in the general population, with the most common of those al-
legations being neglect (Trocme & Bala, 2005). We see this effect in
many areas of life, as communal reinforcement “explains how entire
nations can pass on ineffable gibberish from generation to generation.
It also explains how testimonials reinforced by other testimonials within
the community of therapists, sociologists, psychologists, theologians,
politicians, talk show aficionados, etc., can supplant and be more power-
ful than scientific studies or accurate gathering of data by disinterested
parties” (Carroll, 2003). Clearly custody evaluators from all professional
backgrounds would like to avoid being lumped into the same category of
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“scientist” as “talk show aficionados,” but this also requires proper utili-
zation of research information.

Familiarity Bias

The familiarity bias, also known as the availability heuristic, is a term
used to cover the ease of ideas or associations coming to mind. This label
is used to aggregate phenomena that have similar effects across differ-
ent areas of inquiry. From a clinical application it addresses the ease or
facility with which a MHP utilizes different tests, interviews, and other
modalities of inquiry. As with other biases these judgments are not neces-
sarily conscious approaches, but rather cognitive shortcuts designed to
handle information as quickly as possible. They are often based on asso-
ciative bonds created through experience (Taylor, 1982). Martindale
(2005a) described a similar concept, noting:

A common cognitive bias involves processing information by
considering it within the framework of one’s own life. When the
task at hand is to gather information that will enable the evaluator
to responsibly formulate opinions concerning the best interests of
the child, it is alarmingly easy for personally held views of chil-
dren’s needs and praiseworthy parental behaviors to enter the
equation. Even among mental health processionals who, (as the
phrase goes) “ought to know better,” there is a tendency to assume
that what was good for us as we were growing up will be good for
the child who is at the center of a current custody dispute.

Other manifestations of this bias occur when custody evaluators use
tests that they are familiar with, even if the accuracy or utility of the test is
in question in a forensic situation. Once information is obtained from a
test, it is then difficult to discount in the decision-making process. There
is considerable debate at times over the tests used in forensic assessment,
especially in projective techniques. Even for standardized instruments
such as the MMPI-2 or the MCMI III there is debate about their use and
validity in forensic fields (Bow, Quinnell, Francella, Zaroff & Assemany,
2002; Brodzinsky, 1993; Hagan & Castagna, 2001; Shuman, 2002).
Rather than looking at controversial issues in this area, two examples of
clearly questionable test usage are presented for consideration: (1) The
Multiphasic Sex Inventory (MSI) was reportedly used by 15% of psy-
chologists in a survey of custody evaluation practices when there are alle-
gations of sexual abuse, even though the MSI is designed to be used only
when the alleged perpetrator has acknowledged the offense. Only 5% of
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the same sample reported using the MSI-II, which is appropriate for al-
leged offenders (Bow, Quinnell, Francella, Zaroff & Assemany, 2002);
(2) A small percentage of psychologists in another study (Ackerman &
Ackerman, 1997) reported using the Custody Quotient (CQ). One of the
authors of the CQ has noted it is “experimental and not for general clini-
cal use” and that it should not be scored as directed unless the clinician
has conducted research showing the norms in the manual to be locally
valid (L.A. Peek, personal communication, October 17, 2004). It seems
unlikely that many clinicians have conducted the necessary research to
validate the instrument to their local populations.

While evaluators may be comfortable comparing the families they
work with to their own families of origin, they have an obligation to
provide the courts scientific, not anecdotal, information (Tippins &
Wittmann, 2005). Likewise, while evaluators may focus on using tests
which they are familiar with, ease of use seems a poor basis on which to
base choices in conducting a child custody evaluation. In ordering a
custody evaluation, the courts seek expert opinion that must be based on
rational, research informed criteria.

Hindsight Bias

There are some decisions that appear so phenomenally poor in hind-
sight that it is difficult to conceive that any thinking individual would
have actually made them. The hindsight bias refers to the tendency to
ignore the fact that the consequences of decisions may not be foreseen
by a well-meaning individual (Agans & Shaffer, 1994; Arkes, 1981;
Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993; Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982).
Herein lies the seed of every situational comedy; the well-meaning but
bumbling character does something that seems like a good idea at the
time but has repercussions that they never could have imagined. To put it
in more clinical terms, research relates that judges in hindsight are “unable
to recollect their naive foresight predictions, which gave them the false
sense of knowing the outcome all along” (Agans & Shaffer, 1994,
p. 440). The hindsight bias also leads to a tendency to excessively blame
persons for events which are beyond their control. A phenomenon related
both to hindsight and foresight, the fundamental attribution error, indicates
that people also have “a pervasive bias to see people as causal agents in
their environment” (Taylor, 1982, p.192). If a MHP falls prey to the idea
that a person should have known the outcome in advance, however
improbable that might have been at the time, and that the person is the
root cause for an event, despite the role of environmental effects, the
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MHP may hold them accountable for the outcome. However, if the MHP
understands that it is easier to connect the logical dots of cause and effect
after the fact that when an outcome is certain they may be able to offer a
more balanced review of the person who faced events sequentially.

Illusion of Validity

Interdependence confused with independence, or the illusion of validity
error is a particular sub-case of confirmation bias seen often enough in
custody evaluations to merit special mention. The illusion of validity er-
ror occurs in a number of circumstances. Two related items can be mis-
taken for independent sources of information, or the data gatherer may
know that items are correlated but mistake the nature of the correlation
(Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1978). This can lead
to incorrectly increasing the weight given to information. During inter-
viewing situations the illusion of validity may arise when relatives and
other supporters of a parent are interviewed. The relatives may present in-
formation that substantially reflects information provided by the parent
they are supporting. This information may be factually accurate, or it may
be inaccurate information presented by the parent and parroted by their
allies. Whether there is an outright attempt to deceive or a misunderstand-
ing propagated by the effects of communal reinforcement, increasing the
weight given to inaccurate information simply because it is obtained from
multiple sources would be a mistake. Another example of the illusion of
validity error occurs when using one psychometric test to support the re-
sults of a previous psychometric test when the two are highly correlated.
One may repeat the results of another, but the potential error is to assume
that it then confirms the results if it is possible that what it actually con-
firms is that the tests were asking similar questions or measuring the same
construct. If the initial result was flawed or somehow inaccurate, all the
follow-up measure may confirm is that the same inaccuracy has been
encountered twice. Other data (clinical interview, collateral contacts, ob-
servation) that are independent should be used to confirm such test re-
sults, otherwise inappropriate weight is assigned to that one issue.

Recency

Recency is the opposite problem to anchoring or primacy. Simply
put, it is often easier to remember things that have happened more
recently. Those things that are remembered easily may have a greater
impact on decision making than the things that require time and effort to
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recall (Borum, Otto & Golding 1993; Crano, 1977). From a clinical
aspect, how an evaluator structures their decision-making process ef-
fects how vulnerable they are to recency bias. This has been examined
in other fields by differentiating between a step-by-step process, where
decisions are made incrementally in stages, or an end-of-sequence pro-
cess, where one conclusion is made at the end of a process (Ashton &
Kennedy, 2002). A step-by-step process familiar to most MHPs is the
traditional therapy setting, where after the end of each session the clini-
cian writes up notes, including diagnostic information or diagnostic
changes. Step-by-step processes tend to be more prone to recency
effects whereas end-of-sequence processes may be more resistant due
to the effects of contrasting information (Ashton & Kennedy, 2002).
Structuring evaluations as an end-of-sequence process may provide
some resistance to recency effects, avoiding any decision making until
all information can be gathered. While other issues with recency may be
encountered, such as having to interact with one of the parents last in the
process,1 additional measures exist to minimize such effects. These
measures are presented in the following section as integrated strategies
to counter multiple bias effects.

COPING STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS CLINICAL BIAS

Several strategies appear in various sources regarding debiasing
clinical judgments. This section presents five major themes that occur
in strategies throughout the literature: maintaining awareness of bias
related issues to aid information gathering; seeking and using the best
information possible; generating alternate hypotheses and seeking con-
tradictory evidence; understanding Bayesian logic and thinking in
Bayesian terms; and ongoing assessment of techniques and training.

Maintaining Awareness of Bias Related Issues
to Aid Information Gathering

While this may seem to be so straightforward as to not even need
mentioning, judgment is fallible and experience does not seem to teach
people to doubt their own confidence, or overconfidence (Einhorn &
Hogarth, 1978). Awareness of the effects of clinical bias, combined
with conscious efforts to avoid them is suggested as a first step that may
reduce errors in judgment (Arkes, 1981; Munro, 1999; Otto, 1989).
Logically, this self-awareness must precede other changes, however
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“one technique that has proven to be absolutely worthless is telling
people what a particular bias is and then telling them not to be influ-
enced by it” (Arkes, 1981, p. 326). Awareness must be combined with
action to structure information gathering in such a way to minimize bias
effects, including differentiating between information-gathering and
decision-making phases of a custody evaluation. In this regard, a major
foil to confirmatory bias is to avoid engaging in a decision-making
focus while still engaged in information gathering (Jonas et al., 2001).
This is not to say that an uncritical eye is used in information gathering,
but rather rate information sources in terms of credibility of the infor-
mation, competence of the source, and general meaningfulness/persua-
siveness instead of focusing on the final outcome of the evaluation.
Awareness of clinical bias should also make MHPs extremely cautious
about conducting an update to a previous evaluation. While such updates
may save families time and expense in not rehashing previously presen-
ted information, they may also impose an additional burden on the parties
to modify the evaluator’s previous conclusions. In conjunction with this
issue, such awareness should also clearly inform MHPs of additional
reasons why it is unwise, not to mention unethical (Greenberg &
Shuman, 1997), to cross from a therapeutic relationship into a dual
forensic relationship with a client or their family.

Seeking and Using the Best Information Possible

Custody evaluators cannot proceed with uncorroborated evidence
and must seek additional information to assist assessments (Gould,
2004; Gould, 1999; Kirkpatrick, 2004). Evaluators should seek infor-
mation from collateral sources in addition to the principal litigants
involved, while at the same time being cognizant of the fact that colla-
terals may have their own agendas. Adding information of questionable
validity does little to increase incremental validity, and may actually im-
pair good decision-making, so attention to what information an evaluator
chooses to gather in the first place as well as quality of information ob-
tained is important (Austin & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Borum, Otto & Golding,
1993; Morrow & Deidan, 1992). Thankfully there exist good guidelines
regarding collecting collateral and other information (AFCC, 1994; Aus-
tin & Kirkpatrick, 2004; Gould, 1998; Stahl, 1994) in the context of cus-
tody evaluations.

Also covered in this strategy are basic steps that clinicians can take to
preserve the integrity of the information they gather. Taking good notes,
and using video or audio recording whenever possible will decrease
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reliance on memory and the errors associated with relaying solely on
memory (Arkes, 1981; Borum, Otto & Golding, 1983; Morrow &
Deidan, 1992). Borum et al. target this issue, stating “[o]ver-reliance on
memory in forensic evaluation can result not only in a decrease in infor-
mation with which to make a judgment, but also in an increase in judg-
ment bias” (1993, p. 38). It should also be noted that contrary to some
published opinions destruction of videotape, audiotape, or notes can be
considered highly inappropriate spoliation and may subject the MHP to
ethical complaints as a result (APA, 1993; NASW, 1996). While time
frames for retention vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, MHPs should
maintain all aspects of their file in compliance with professional record
keeping requirements.

Finally, psychometric testing employed in custody evaluations should
be clearly operationalized in ways that are relevant to the psycholegal
questions which are being addressed in the evaluation. While research
on psychologist’s child custody evaluation practice suggests that they
use tests based on guidance from perceived authority (Bow & Quinnell,
2001), a better standard of care would seem to be the utility of the test
involved. There is a developing body of research regarding the applica-
tion of well-respected psychometric instruments with persons who are
involved in contested child custody cases, i.e., MMPI-2 norms and re-
sponse issues (Bagby, Nicholson, Buis, Radovanovic & Fidler, 1999;
Bathurst, Gottfried & Gottfried, 1997) and resources such as the Mental
Measurements Yearbook which review less common, and often less re-
liable, tests used in custody evaluation.

Generating Alternate Hypothesis and Seeking
Contradictory Evidence

This has been the most consistent recommendation from multiple
sources, expressed as alternative hypothesis seeking, reframing of
explanations into plausible alternatives, and examining disconfirming
evidence which may not “fit” with the overall schema of information
(Arkes, 1981; Ashton & Kennedy, 2002; Borum, Otto & Golding,
1993; Morrow & Deidan, 1992; Vallee-Tourangeau, Beynon & James
2000). This does not necessarily mean examining polar opposites,
although in the least sophisticated of studies this was presented as the
simplest technique. In exploring reasonable alternatives to initial or
ongoing impressions an evaluator may formulate more thorough and
well-grounded conclusions (Hirt & Markman, 1995), as well as help the
court critically examine the data. Generating alternate hypotheses ne-
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cessitates searching for data that contradict or disconfirm the hypotheses
that the evaluator is currently working with. Conceptually the “impetus for
revising a model can only come from the recognition of an incongruence
between the model and new evidence” (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982a, p.
128). Shuman and Greenberg (2003) go so far as to place this in terms of
an “obligation to test their opinions on the issues they have been asked
to address from the perspective of the parties’ competing versions of the
case, without insulation from opposing views” (p. 222). Even if such
exploration yields no better hypothesis than initially conceived, the
evaluator will then be able to more strongly support the final conclusion
formulated. While this may seem like a simple and straightforward
heuristic, it is something that may not be formally taught nor applied
with significant rigor.

Understanding Bayesian Logic and Thinking in Bayesian Terms

A straightforward recommendation encountered through several sour-
ces on debiasing is that clinicians develop a firm understanding of basic
Bayesian statistics,2 especially in calculations involving base rates of
phenomena (Arkes, 1981; Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993; Morrow &
Deidan, 1992; Sbraga & O’Donohue, 2003). This recommendation
stems from the long known issue of the difficulty for clinicians in
predicting rare events from inexact data (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982b).
This issue might be best understood from an example from Arkes (1981)
of a classic study by Schwartz, Gorry, Kassirer, and Essig (1973) re-
garding the difficulty of properly using Bayesian statistics even when
base rates and predictive accuracy of a test are clear:

A total of 290 subjects were asked to assume that a test for cancer
was available that has the following characteristics: (1) The test is
positive in 95 of 100 patients with cancer. (2) The test is negative
in 95 of 100 patients without cancer. They were also asked to
assume that, on the average, 5 people in a population of 1,000 have
previously undetected cancer.

The problem posed was as follows: if the test described is given
to a randomly selected patient from this population and the test is
positive, what is the probability that the patient actually has
cancer? (p. 467)

The medical students and physicians who were participants in the study
overwhelmingly provided answers of 50% or higher. The correct an-
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swer is 9%.3 This error rate was directly attributable to failure to
understand Bayesian probability and logic principles. While the test as
described is extremely accurate, by ignoring the very low base rate of
cancer in the population the participants failed to factor in the number of
false positives that even a very precise test would produce. MHPs, often
using tests with accuracy rates that are more ambiguous than the example
noted above, may have an even harder time making accurate inferences
and predictions. Clinicians must understand how to properly apply the
logic and statistics of prediction or they risk omitting important factors
in their decision-making process.

While the recommendation to learn Bayesian principles is straight-
forward, a thorough understanding of Bayes’ theorem and the statistics
surrounding it have been the subject of multiple papers in and of them-
selves. A full tutorial on these principles is beyond the scope of this
paper, but the core issue that accurate inferences rely on obtaining
accurate base rates and probabilities of prediction cannot be overstated.
Unfortunately, such statistics are often difficult to come by in behavioral
sciences literature. While these problems do not lessen the importance of
understanding base rates and proper Bayesian statistics, they and similar
predictive difficulties have led some scholars to conclude that mental
health professionals opine beyond their scientific ability based on avail-
able data when offering ultimate opinions in custody cases (Tippins &
Wittmann, 2005).

Ongoing Assessment of Techniques and Training

As information in the field of human behavior changes, forensic
evaluators must stay abreast of new developments. Available literature
suggests that few mental health professionals keep up with ongoing
research or implement new research based information into their prac-
tices (Cohen, Sargent & Sechrest, 1986; Hagen, 2003; Robinson, 1994;
Sprenkle & Moon, 1996). Logically, it does no good for a MHP to learn
new information if they do not then incorporate the new information
into day-to-day practice. At the same time, evaluators must also avoid
becoming hyper-aware of issues in their specialty areas to the exclusion
of broader practice concerns (Borum, Otto & Golding, 1993). Issues of
changing understanding of base rates, and how we know what we “know”
as professionals live in the ongoing literature. Given the exceptional
scrutiny that forensic work receives and the profound issues at stake in
child custody evaluation, it is imperative that MHPs understand and eval-
uate the latest science behind their practice. As part of this ongoing
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evaluation it is also important for practitioners to examine their own
thought processes. One approach for this is thorough ongoing case con-
sultation or supervision, even for the most experienced practitioners. For
those where this is not an option careful monitoring of meta-cognitive
factors such as self-perception, cognitive resources, and problem-solving
strategies is clearly needed (Turk & Salovey, 1986). This way, even
non-conscious biases may be detected by developing self-insight, rather
than just academic knowledge, and self-challenge of overconfidence
(Evans, 1989; Morrow & Deidan, 1992).

Debiasing for Attorneys and the Judiciary

Efforts of mental health professionals alone may not be enough to
counteract the effects of bias in the custody evaluation process. The first
area where attorneys and judges can assist in debiasing is in assuring
that the task set to MHPs in custody evaluations fits both the legal needs
of the court and the capabilities of psychological and social sciences.
The psycholegal questions posed to evaluators must be clear and rele-
vant (Borum et al., 1993). As Tippins and Wittman (2005) have noted,
given “the pervasiveness and potentially enormous impact of behav-
ioral science testimony, it is imperative that lawyers and judges become
more educated and informed consumers of mental health opinions”
(p. 217). They argue that better understanding will allow the legal sys-
tem to fulfill its duty to avoid making demands on mental health profes-
sionals, and the behavioral sciences in general, which they are unable
to meet.

It is also arguably not just an issue of the task, as assigned by the
court, or the ability of MHPs as evaluators, but a potential mismatch in
the person-task system that poses problems for evaluators. Assuming
that questions are well formed and that the MHP involved has the skills
to conduct an evaluation there may still be a process gap where these
skills are not being employed effectively (Fischhoff, 1982). Perhaps the
most constructive suggestion for improving the evaluation process is
for courts to provide feedback to mental health professionals regarding
the quality and usefulness of their evaluations. Feedback and training
regarding performance appears to decrease unwarranted overconfi-
dence while at the same time reinforcing confidence when assessments
are deemed accurate (Elaad, 2003; Evans, 1989). While this is not an
unexpected or astounding insight, there is little evidence to suggest that
any formal feedback happens in the majority of jurisdictions. Com-
ments from judges regarding specific cases, except such comments as are
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made during a formal hearing, may be seen as inappropriate, but aggre-
gate reviews and regular judicially directed training may provide part of
this feedback. Additionally, ongoing polling of the local family law bar
is another method to obtain perceptions of evaluator performance. With
bench and bar working together with MHPs, other methods of feedback
may also be possible, but even an aggregate or limited feedback system
would be preferable to MHPs being in the dark as to the utility of their
evaluations.

An additional process improvement strategy that attorneys and
judges could use to reduce bias involves having evaluators explicitly
express the basis of their conclusions (Fischhoff, 1982). Rather than
simply qualifying an evaluator as an expert, each issue expounded
upon by the MHP should be examined and each question judged on the
relevance of approach and underlying information used (Shuman,
2002; Tippins & Wittman, 2005). While this may place a more sub-
stantive burden on judges and attorneys to be knowledgeable about
behavioral science issues, it is the judges’ responsibility to serve as an
effective gatekeeper of expert information (Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, 1993). Given the high stakes of custody litigation
judges and attorneys must know what they are asking for, and the lim-
its of what they can get, when they bring behavioral scientists into the
court room.

CONCLUDING NOTES

There is a staggering amount of information available regarding the
effects of bias on judgment. What is presented here is only a small
fraction of the information available. Most of these issues are not new,
and while our understanding of different clinical biases may have
improved in recent years due to additional empirical data, the basics still
remain: Advanced training in psycho-social sciences does not make
mental health professionals immune to the effects of bias. Judgment,
even of well-trained professionals and expert witnesses, has limitations.
Unfortunately this appears to be an issue many experts are reluctant to
acknowledge. This may be because training regarding bias is generally
aimed toward personal issues, such as race, family of origin, nationality,
and other issues of MHP and client backgrounds (Abramson, 1996;
Nagel, 1989; Neville et al., 1996; Pinderhughes, 1989; Robinson, 1994).
While it seems unlikely for a MHP to escape graduate school without a
course in cultural diversity, there seems to be little emphasis given to
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exploring the hazards of clinical bias alongside those of personal bias.
Information on diverse populations appears relatively easy to come by
while training in Bayesian logic is all but nonexistent in many programs.
Much the same way schools and professional organizations teach ethics
on a regular basis to keep them fresh, we should be teaching and re-teach-
ing meta-cognitive techniques for self-understanding and analysis. This
would effectively raise the bar for both general and forensic practice as
well as encourage additional research into this area, both of which are
sorely needed.

NOTES

1. The opposite of the problem encountered in anchoring bias.
2. Thomas Bayes, a mathematician and logician in the 1700s, studied probability

theory and contributed a now classic theorem regarding how to quantitatively assess
scientific hypothesis.

3. Prior odds of having cancer = 5/995, likelihood ratio = 95/5. (5/995)*(95/5) =
475/4975 = 9%.
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